Dear Reader:
I’m so glad you’re here. I wrote “The 6 Literacy Levers” to help practitioners
strengthen reading communities and push the field forward. This guide contains some
of my favorite activities and questions from the book. But it also contains some bonus
content not found in the book!
As you work through the pages of this guide, I encourage you to connect with
colleagues in your own school or organization as well as those who are farther away.
I’ve included our community hashtag as well as my contact information in the hope
you’ll include me in some of your team’s work and learning. (I’d love to “follow” and
learn from you, so don’t hesitate to tag me in any posts about your team’s work with
the book.)
Before you start this book study, prepping for a university class, or PD planning…you
might want to peruse chapter six of the book. It is loaded with actionable ideas,
conversation starters, and tools to help you and your team move forward together. My
website (BradGustafson.com) contains additional resources and some short videos to
further enhance your conversations.
Thanks again for connecting!

Brad

Q1. The leadership fable in the introduction of the book starts with a difficult meeting.

Where do you like to go to reflect and recharge after difficult days?
Q2. This work requires teamwork and trust. What are some ways the people around

you can show they’re trustworthy during discussions and implementation of the work?
Q3. Students who are successful readers have the capacity to be more successful in

nearly every other academic area (Irvin et al., 2010). How are you helping students
succeed in your current role?
Just for Fun! How many educators on your team (or in your book study) are committed

to growing as literacy levers?! Share a picture of your team or book-study group to
#LiteracyLever. Don’t forget to connect with and “follow” other leaders who are
sharing to our community hashtag.

Q1. In the leadership fable at the beginning of this chapter, Dayo is having a joy-filled

conversation connected to reading. Where do you see conversations like this in your
school? Describe how this looks, sounds, and feels.
Q2. Reread the definition for Literacy Compass in chapter one. What do you wonder

about the concept of a literacy compass?
Q3. How important do you think it is to have alignment in the destination(s) we have in

mind for students, and specifically readers? How does this change when we’re
collaborating across departments or when we’re each serving in different roles?
Q4. How would you describe your literacy “true north?”
Just for Impact! Discuss the activities (including the school-wide implementation

challenge) in chapter one. Decide which activity you’d like to complete as a team.

Q1. The invitation Dayo reads aloud in the café says, “Who would you choose?” If you

could meet a favorite author or reading champion for dinner...who would it be?
Q2. If you were to invite us into a literacy project that you’re passionate about, what

would you say?
Q3. What does your reading flow zone look like?
Q4. What are some ways we could help students find their reading flow zone?
Keep it rolling! As a team, select one of the activities (including the school-wide

implementation challenge) to complete together. Then, share your learning to
#LiteracyLever so other people in our community can join in the learning.

Q1. The leadership fable continues in chapter three with a meeting between you and a

mystery-reading mentor. The conversation you have with this person is genuine and
effortless. What helps you to have conversations that feel safe and authentic?
Q2. What’s your favorite question to ask readers? What questions have you found

helpful when asking colleagues about literacy practices?
Q3. Can you share a time when you felt you had shiny book report syndrome (S.B.R.S)?
Q4. Reread the definition for the Walking Stick in chapter three. Where in your

classroom or school could people benefit from deeper conversations being initiated?
Keep it real! Talk about a time you wish somebody would have pushed you to reflect

or think more deeply about a practice.

Q1. In this chapter, Lydia is wearing a T-shirt that says, “I SLAY READING LOGS.” What

is a practice you’d like to slay on behalf of the readers you serve? Why?!
Q2. What was the first chapter book or series you remember reading?
Q3. What are some ways you’ve seen other educators integrate booktalks into their

work?
Q4. What’s a practice or routine you’re already doing that you might be able to infuse

book recommendations into without adding a lot of extra work for yourself or others?
Wear it loud…wear it proud! Are you interested in sharing your commitment to literacy

with others? We started a small online store at www.BradGustafson.com that contains
the infamous “I SLAY READING LOGS” shirt Lydia wore in chapter four (among other
designs). Note: 100% of the net proceeds go to literacy-related causes and getting
books into the hands of kids.

Q1. The leadership fable continues in chapter five with Dayo and Lydia inviting you

into a book club. If you were to recommend two books for them to consider reading in
their book club...what would they be and why?!
Q2. If you were to create a baseball card for yourself, what are some surprising stats

and fun facts you’d add to the back?
Q3. What processes, procedures, or systems need to be updated to ensure each and

every reader feels seen and supported within your reading community?
Q4. What is your favorite way to build community with other readers?
Keep the connection! Go to our community hashtag (#LiteracyLever) and update other

teams on your work and conversations. You might share an idea your team is moving
forward on, post a question you’re wrestling with, or simply share how strong your
book-study appetizer game is! Don’t forget to read and/or interact with some of the
ideas, posts, and questions being shared by others.

Q1. Towards the end of the leadership fable, Dayo asks, “So what should we do now?”

How would you respond to him?
Q2. What’s one way you will take a more active posture when it comes to literacy

leadership?
Q3. What are some other levers (e.g., research, stories) you’ve found to be important in

creating a community of readers?
Keep learning together! The tools and resources that follow are designed to help you

and your team move forward together. Some of the resources were shared in the
book, and others were alluded to in stories or examples. Of course, I’d love to stay
connected and learn from you and your team via our #LiteracyLever hashtag!

